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Democracy in our human societies?



Democracy in our human societies?

Direct/pure democracy 

People decide without 

any intermediary

Representative Republic

Elected officials who 

represent a group of people



Living in a group
- protection from predators

- information exchange

- defence of food / successful foraging

⇒ Consensus: all group members have to balance the advantages of insisting 

on their own personal preferences against the risk of the group splitting up



Democracy vs. Despotism
- Democracy: Equal sharing of decision making with

- A simple majority threshold

- A sub-majority threshold

- A super-majority threshold

- Despotism: Unshared decision making



Democratic systems: which conditions?

- Group heterogeneity

- Group size ≥ optimum

- Consensus costs vs grouping benefits

- Alternative decision outcomes vs potential consensus outcomes

⇒ equally shared decisions can evolve under a much wider variety of 

conditions than unshared decisions



A complex democratic system
Linked to the social system ?



A complex democratic system
Tonkean macaques

- Low symmetry of dominance

- Great tolerance between group members

Rhesus macaques

- Strictly hierarchical and nepotistic 

social system



A complex democratic system
Tonkean macaques

= equally shared 

consensus decisions

Rhesus macaques

= partially shared consensus decisions



Eusocial insects: Choosing the right nest/path

Another kind of vote: weighted additive strategy



Females as the main voters (cheers, Aristotle!!)
African buffalos

When and where to move: Only adult

females vote, regardless of their social

status within the herd

Voting method: Follow my gaze!



Females as the main voters (cheers, Aristotle!!)
Chimpanzees

A leader can’t rule without the

agreement of females in the group

Voting method: Vocalisations



Flock voting: Choosing the right direction
Pigeons

A dynamic, flexible segregation of 

individuals into leaders and followers 

Even the lower-ranking members can 

make a contribution 

Processing of social information



Other examples




